Transient subsolid nodules in patients with extrapulmonary malignancies: their frequency and differential features.
For pulmonary subsolid nodules (SSNs) in patients with extrapulmonary malignancies, it is still unclear what proportion of SSNs is transient and how we can more accurately diagnose these transient SSNs. To investigate the frequency of transient SSNs and their differentiating clinical and thin-section computed tomography (CT) features in patients with extrapulmonary malignancies. From January 2005 to February 2012, 78 SSNs in 63 individuals (30 men and 33 women; mean age, 55.1 years ± 15.5) with extrapulmonary malignancies were identified. Their clinical and thin-section CT characteristics were reviewed and compared between transient and persistent SSNs. Differentiating factors and their performance were also measured. Thirty-six of the 78 SSNs (46.2%) were transient. Between transient and persistent SSNs, there were significant differences in patients' age, sex, detection mode, and the presence of eosinophilia, lesion multiplicity, lesion margin, and pleural retraction (P < 0.05). Multivariate analysis revealed that follow-up detected SSNs (adjusted odds ratio [OR], 38.88), multiple lesions (OR, 7.64), and an ill-defined nodular margin (OR, 11.93) were significant discriminators of transient SSNs (P < 0.05). Discrimination of transient SSNs was significantly better upon incorporating both clinical and thin-section CT features than using clinical features alone (P < 0.05). Approximately half of the SSNs detected in patients with extrapulmonary malignancies were transient. Transient SSNs in these patients can be very accurately differentiated using their thin-section CT and clinical features.